Phospholipase A2 at the bilayer interface.
Interfacial catalysis is a necessary consequence for all enzymes that act on amphipathic substrates with a strong tendency to form aggregates in aqueous dispersions. In such cases the catalytic event occurs at the interface of the aggregated substrate, the overall turnover at the interface is processive, and it is influenced the molecular organization and dynamics of the interface. Such enzymes can access the substrate only at the interface because the concentration of solitary monomers of the substrate in the aqueous phase is very low. Moreover, the microinterface between the bound enzyme and the organized substrate not only facilitates formation of the enzyme-substrate complex, but a longer residence time of the enzyme at the substrate interface also promotes high catalytic processivity. Binding of the enzyme to the substrate interface as an additional step in the overall catalytic turnover permits adaptation of the Michaelis-Menten formalism as a basis to account for the kinetics of interfacial catalysis. As shown for the action of phospholipase A2 on bilayer vesicles, binding equilibrium has two extreme kinetic consequences. During catalysis in the scooting mode the enzyme does not leave the surface of the vesicle to which it is bound. On the other hand, in the hopping mode the absorption and desorption steps are a part of the catalytic turnover. In this minireview we elaborate on the factors that control binding of pig pancreatic phospholipase A2 to the bilayer interface. Binding of PLA2 to the interface occurs through ionic interactions and is further promoted by hydrophobic interactions which probably occur along a face of the enzyme, with a hydrophobic collar and a ring of cationic residues, through which the catalytic site is accessible to substrate molecules in the bilayer. An enzyme molecule binds to the surface occupied by about 35 lipid molecules with an apparent dissociation constant of less than 0.1 pM for the enzyme on anionic vesicles compared to 10 mM on zwitterionic vesicles. Results at hand also show that aggregation or acylation of the protein is not required for the high affinity binding or catalytic interaction at the interface.